Coming Soon!

Tutorials for Texas EOC Tests
Assure student readiness for high-stakes tests

Apex Learning is currently developing new Texas end of course Tutorials with a category-focused structure and data to more efficiently and effectively prepare students for Texas EOC success in the following subjects:

- STAAR Math EOC: Algebra I, Algebra II
- STAAR ELA EOCs: English I, English II, English III
- TSI: Mathematics, ELA Reading + Writing

New Texas EOC Tutorials will assess and prepare students by Texas STAAR and TSI categories and will also include test-taking strategies.

Texas EOC Tutorials content will be grouped by test categories to allow students and educators to focus instruction and assure readiness for each category of the test.

- Students will see content grouped by Texas test category. They can choose to work on identified areas of need or use the unit pretests within a category to first gauge their readiness.
- Educators will gain greater insight into student readiness—individually and collectively in a class or school—for each category and unit on an EOC or TSI test.

To answer some of questions you may have...

How are these Tutorials different from the Texas Tutorials? The Texas EOC Tutorials are specifically organized by Texas test categories to align more directly with EOC and TSI high-stakes tests and provide more accurate reporting on test readiness.

Who will benefit from the Texas EOC Tutorials? The category focus will assist both first-time test takers who want to assess and reinforce their readiness and students retaking an EOC who want to focus on a specific category or categories. See the examples on the next page for the process for each implementation.
HOW IT WORKS FOR FIRST TIME TEST TAKERS

Students take a pretest within an EOC category of a specific test (e.g., Algebra I, Number and Algebraic Methods, Functions).

Based on performance, students receive standards-specific adaptive remediation, instruction, practice, and review.

Students take a posttest to demonstrate their readiness for the Texas EOC test category.

Educators receive data aligned to Texas EOC categories for detailed exam readiness awareness.

HOW IT WORKS FOR TEST RE-TAKERS

Teachers review students’ Texas EOC score reports.

Based on scores, teachers may customize Tutorials to focus on needs and priorities.

Customization is dynamically reflected in Assignment Sheets.

Teachers can use Assignment Sheets to direct individual students to greatest areas of need.

Apex Learning Texas EOC Tutorials are currently in development and details are subject to change.